Dynamic mechanical analysis of double base rocket propellants
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Abstract. The article presents dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) for solid rocket propellants testing. Principles of operation and measured values are briefly described. The authors refer to the previous research of PTFE material and literature data providing information about proper experimental conditions and influence of measurement frequency, load amplitude, and heating rate on the results of DMA tests. The experimental results of solid double-base rocket propellant testing obtained on the Netzsch DMA 242 device are presented. Mechanical properties such as the dynamic storage modulus \( E' \), the dynamic loss modulus \( E'' \) and \( \tan(\delta) \) were measured within temperature range from \((-120°C)\) to \((+90°C)\) at the heating rate of 1 K/min. The test sample was subjected to a dual cantilever multi-frequency test. Special attention was paid to determination of the glass transition temperature of the tested propellant in reference to the NATO standardization agreement 4540 as well as influence of the measurement frequency on the glass transition.
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1. Introduction and previous research

1.1. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

Dynamic mechanical analysis is a powerful tool for conducting complex thermo-mechanical material testing. DMA allows for specification of the strength
of composite and polymeric materials under dynamic loads and their ability to irreversibly dissipate mechanical energy supplied during the periodic loads [1]. During the testing procedure, an oscillating force is applied to the investigated sample generating in-phase and out-of-phase strains. The phase shift between the applied stress and the resultant strain is determined by the phase angle $\delta$. The dynamic storage modulus $E'$, the dynamic loss modulus $E''$ and $\tan(\delta)$ are simultaneously measured as a function of time, frequency of oscillation and temperature [1, 2]. The dynamic storage modulus $E'$ represents the elastic properties of the material, while the dynamic loss modulus $E''$ represents its viscous properties [1]. In relation to the measurement cycles, these modules are proportional to the maximum energy stored and dissipated during the cycle [5]. The storage modulus is in phase with the resultant strain and the loss modulus is ninety degrees out of strain [6]. The ratio between $E''$ and $E'$ given by the $\tan(\delta)$ is the damping and indicates the efficiency of the material in losing energy due to molecular rearrangements and internal friction [1]. Dynamic mechanical analysis is also suitable for determination of the glass transition temperature $T_g$ which is a major phase transition in polymers resulting in significant change in physical and mechanical properties of the material as it goes from rigid glassy to rubbery state [8]. It is a significant advantage of the DMA method that it provides in one experiment both, temperature and frequency dependence on the measured mechanical properties. The DMA devices appear in different sizes and testing capabilities but they all share the common principle of operation [2, 3, 4]. Examples of DMA instruments are presented in Fig. 1.

![DMA devices](image)

In previous work, the authors have tested the PtFe as a reference material in the experimental conditions similar to those that would have been used with solid rocket propellants [7]. The PtFe has stable thermal properties in the wide temperature range and can therefore be used for preliminary experiments with respect
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to expensive explosive material. The sample was tested with the use of Netzsch DMA 242C apparatus and the dual-cantilever clamps. The temperature range was from \(-150^\circ C\) to \(+150^\circ C\), the heating/cooling rate was set to 1 K/min and the amplitude of the applied force was set to 40 µm. Figure 2 presents the dynamic force and total complex amplitude dependence on temperature.

![Fig. 2. DMA analysis of PTFE material [7]](image)

It confirms the results reliable as the total complex amplitude of 40 µm was maintained in the complete temperature range and the set dynamic force did not exceed the maximum value of 7.5 N [3].

Along with the experimental conditions, it is important to consider the influence of frequency, heating rate, and amplitude on the results of DMA experiment and glass transition temperature determination. The literature data gives information about the influence of input parameters on the results of dynamic mechanical analysis [2, 10]. Higher frequency of the applied force results in higher values of storage and loss modulus [2]. The possible cause of this phenomenon may be the fact of freezing the chain movements which leads to increase in material stiffness and at the same time the modulus values [10]. Increasing the frequency induces the elastic-like behaviour of the material while using lower frequencies gives time to soften and loose elasticity [1]. Increasing the heating rate will also increase the values of \(E'\), \(E''\), and \(T_g\). For accurate measurements it is recommended to use lower heating rates [10]. Another factor which should be taken into account is thermal expansion of polymeric samples during temperature changes. An ability of the DMA device to compensate these changes is essential for obtaining correct results [6]. The advantage of using DMA for
solid rocket propellant testing is the fact that the method does not damage the sample and therefore it can be evaluated again using different variables. On the other hand, the inability of DMA to apply high destructive forces makes it impossible to determine the failure stress of the propellant [14].

1.2. Solid rocket propellants

Solid rocket propellants can be divided into two general types considering chemical content as well as connection between ingredients. The homogeneous propellants have a uniform physical structure consisting of chemically bonded fuel and oxidizer ingredients forming a single chemical structure while heterogeneous propellants are mixture of a solid oxidizer in most cases ammonium perchlorate (AP) or ammonium nitrate (AN) and liquid combustible substances (binders) [9, 10]. Typical double base rocket propellants, consist mainly of nitrocellulose (NC) 50-60% and nitroglycerine (NG) 30-49% [9] while some authors suggest that the NG content ranges from 19 to 46% [14].

Due to their nature it is important to know thermal and mechanical properties of solid rocket propellants which may affect the proper operation of the rocket engines. The properties of propellant may change during long storage time and affect rocket motors behaviour during possible operational use [11]. The glass transition temperature is the key factor influencing the behaviour of solid propellants and DMA is the recommended method of its determination. It is underlined that \( T_g \) corresponds to the phase transition temperature of the material with effects on mechanical properties and therefore it should be tested with mechanical technique [6]. The literature data points out a few ways of determining the glass transition temperature from the DMA plot basing on the characteristic points. This can be done by the onset of the \( E' \) curve, peak of the \( E'' \) or peak of the tan(\( \delta \)) [1]. According to the STANAG agreement 4540, the \( T_g \) should be obtained from the maximum peak of the loss modulus curve \( E'' \). The glass transition temperature of solid rocket propellants, determined by DMA, is particularly important in case of their resistance to dynamic loads during ignition and rocket take-off at very low temperatures [12]. The change of mechanical properties due to phase transition in the material can result in the formation of cracks and voids leading to an uncontrolled increase in burning surface of the propellant causing malfunction of the rocket motor or, in the worst case explosion [13].

2. Experimental procedure

Sample of double base solid rocket propellant in which main components are nitrocellulose and nitroglycerine (NC: 52.5%, NG: 28.6%) was tested with the use
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of Netzsch DMA 242C analyzer with sample holder 2 × 16 mm in dual cantilever mode within temperature range from (–120°C) to (+90°C). Cuboid samples were processed to required thickness of about 1.5 mm with the use of abrasive paper. Previous research of the authors has proven that the DMA results for thicker samples cannot be considered reliable within the glass transition region as they are too rigid to deform [7]. The investigated sample had the dimensions of 60 × 10 × 1.5 mm. The effective length considered for the results is a constant distance between supports (2 × 16 mm). The sample was tested in a multi-frequency mode with the frequencies of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3.33, 5, and 10 Hz. The heating rate of 1 K/min was used according to previous research and literature [2, 7, 8]. The sample was conditioned in –120°C for 20 min prior to the starting of the measurement. Dual cantilever clamps introduce shearing component to the distortion and increase the stress required for the displacement of the sample. Special attention must be paid for the clamps to be tightened evenly with similar forces to prevent twisting or distortion [1]. Dual-cantilever clamps and distribution of stress on the sample are shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Dual cantilever clamps and stress distribution [1, 2]](image)

DMA input parameters’ values such as static and dynamic force were accepted according to Netzsch recommendation with respect to dual cantilever mode. The assumed amplitude was earlier chosen using trial and error method in order to fulfil the requirement of maintaining its value on the constant level throughout the whole temperature range [2, 7, 8].

3. Results and discussion

The DMA data is presented as a temperature dependence of dynamic mechanical properties such as storage modulus, loss modulus, and \( \tan(\delta) \). The results for the deformation frequency of 1 Hz are shown in Fig. 4. It is difficult to precisely
connect the glass transition temperature with one exact peak so, it is therefore more reliable to refer it to the glass transition region.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4.** Storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan(δ) of the tested sample vs. temperature at 1 Hz

The glass transition region is limited by the onset of the storage modulus and the first peak of the tan(δ). The second peak on the tan(δ) marks the beginning of material softening [8]. The glass transition temperature value is obtained from the peak of the loss modulus $E''$ measuring at $-35.5^\circ$C, according to STANAG 4540 agreement. It recommends using the frequencies of 0.1, 1, and 10 Hz but for data reduction purposes the result should be presented for the frequency of 1 Hz [6]. Temperature dependence of dynamic loss modulus for three set frequencies is presented in Fig. 5.

It must be mentioned that the glass transition temperature is affected by chemical composition and in case of solid rocket propellants by the amount of plasticizers. In the double-base rocket propellants nitrocellulose is plasticized by nitroglycerine, therefore the concentration of nitroglycerine and NC/NG ratio has a significant influence on the mechanical properties as well as on the transition temperatures [14].

Additionally, the activation energy for the glass transition was calculated with the use of Netzsch DMA software. The calculation is based on the tan(δ) peaks determined at different frequencies and the Arrhenius relationship. According to literature, the activation energy calculation is more reliable based on the tan(δ) than on the loss modulus $E''$ [15].
The temperature dependence of $E'$, $E''$, and $\tan(\delta)$ can also be used to determine the temperature range of safe operation of the propellant ranging from the glass transition temperature and the softening temperature. Due to the increase in stiffness at the glass transition point, cracks and voids can appear what leads to uncontrolled

---

Fig. 5. Glass transition determination acc. to STANAG 4540 agreement

Fig. 6. The loss modulus dependence on temperature for all tested frequencies
increase in burning surface of the propellant. This can result in rocket motor overload during ignition and in the worst case in explosion. When exceeding the upper temperature limit, the propellant insert will not maintain its shape during prolonged storage as well as under dynamic loads during rocket take-off [8].

The loss modulus dependence on temperature in a multi-frequency test mode confirms the previously discussed increase in the glass transition temperature with the growth of applied frequency. The mentioned dependence is shown in Fig. 6 and the activation energy for the glass transition is shown in Fig. 7.

![Activation Energy Graph](image)

**Fig. 7. Activation energy for glass transition based on the tan(δ) peak and the Arrhenius relationship**

### 4. Conclusions

1. A sample of solid double-base rocket propellant was tested with the use of Dynamic Mechanical Analyser in the multi-frequency mode. The results can be considered reliable as the established deformation amplitude of 30 µm was achieved in the complete temperature range.

2. Influence of frequency on the value of the glass transition temperature was shown. The increase of $T_g$ was observed with the growth of frequency.

3. The glass transition temperature $T_g = -35.5^\circ C$ of the tested propellant was determined according to STANAG 4540 agreement as a temperature corresponding to the peak of the loss modulus curve $E''$ or the frequency of 1 Hz. The value was measured with the following input parameters: frequency of 1 Hz, heating rate of 1 K/min, total amplitude of 30 µm with the dual-cantilever mode.
The obtained glass transition temperature can define the lower limit of operation for the tested rocket propellant.

4. Activation energy for the glass transition based on the tan(δ) peaks, determined at different frequencies, was calculated with the Arrhenius relationship. Its value is 216.235 kJ/mol.

5. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis has proved to be an effective and safe method for testing solid double-base rocket propellants and a reliable for determination of the glass transition temperature. A great amount of information was collected from a single measurement. Relatively small stress applied along with small sample size make the method safe for operators and the device in case of sample ignition.
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